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Abstract. We consider the s-channel resonance to ﬁt the 2 TeV ATLAS diboson excess. We address the production
mechanism of the resonance, its decay and coupling measurement. In order to explain only the hadronic channel
excess, we consider the scenario where resonance decays to two new beyond Standard Model (BSM) particles (in
the mass range of W/Z boson) and also explore the possibility of three-particle BSM ﬁnal state mimicking diboson
excess. Techniques suggested in this work are generic and could be used for heavy BSM resonance searches.
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1. Introduction
ATLAS experiment has reported several excesses from
Run-I (8 TeV) data. Diboson excess from the 2 TeV
resonance decay is one of them [1]. The reported discrepancy is 3.4σ , 2.6σ and 2.9σ in W Z , W W and Z Z
channels respectively. Although this excess has not been
conﬁrmed by the 13 TeV data [2], the analysis done in
this context will be useful for the other heavy beyond
Standard Model (BSM) resonance searches in the future.
Any hint of new physics in the TeV energy range is exciting as most of the ultraviolet completions of Standard
Model (SM) predict TeV scale particles. Several theoretical explanations have been given to explain this
2 TeV excess seen by the ATLAS experiment. Most
popular among them are left–right symmetric models
(where heavy resonance is identiﬁed as W  /Z  ) [3–
5], composite Higgs model [6], heavy Higgs boson(s)
[7–9], R-parity conserving [10] and violating [11] supersymmetric models, effective theory approach [12] etc.
The W/Z gauge bosons can also decay to semileptonic and leptonic ﬁnal states, in addition to the hadronic
ﬁnal state but no signiﬁcant excess has been seen in the
semileptonic ﬁnal states [13].
We have considered the s-channel resonance (R) and
studied its production, decay and coupling measurement
in detail. We estimate the expected number of events for
leptonic and semileptonic processes. In order to explain
only hadronic excess, we consider the two BSM particle
ﬁnal state. We also study the viability of three-particle
ﬁnal state mimicking diboson signal. We suggest new

phenomenological signatures that one should look for
while searching for the resonance.

2. Analysis
The decay product of the heavy resonance will be very
boosted and their further decay products will be collimated to form a single fat jet (J ). Two fat jet ﬁnal state is
considered to look for dibosons. ATLAS analysis uses
C/A method with radius 1.2 for jet formation. They look
for the pair of subjets inside the fat jet coming from the
decay of W/Z bosons. The following ﬁnal states could
arise from the pair of gauge bosons
• J J channel: Fully hadronic ﬁnal state will have two
fat jets. ATLAS experiment has observed excess in
this channel. One can get this ﬁnal state from W W ,
Z Z or W Z pairs. The following cuts are imposed to
recognize the subjets inside the fat jet and to reduce
the QCD background:
– Fat jet pair invariant mass >1050 GeV, jet mass
m J ∈ (82.4 ± 13/92.8 ± 13) GeV, pseudorapidity |η| < 2 and ( pTJ1 − pTJ2 )/( pTJ1 + pTJ2 ) < 0.15
are used to tag W/Z bosons, where pTJ1 and pTJ2
are the pT of the ﬁrst and second jet respectively.
– Number of charge tracks inside the fat jet should
be less than 30 to remove the higher multiplicity
gluons.
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Table 1. Expected number of events for different leptonic channels at 13 TeV.

No. of signal
events (5 fb−1 )
Channel

WW

Cuts

lν J
ll J
lllν

pTl > 25 GeV, pTJ > 800 GeV, pTlν > 800 GeV
1.8 TeV < m ll J < 2.2 TeV, pTJ > 400 GeV, pllT > 400 GeV
pTl1 > 100 GeV, pTl2 > 100 GeV, pTl3 > 100 GeV

llll

pTl1 > 60 GeV, pTl2 > 60 GeV, pTl3 > 60 GeV, pTl4 > 60 GeV

– The cut on the rapidity difference |y1 − y2 | <
1.2 is used to remove the large t-channel gluonmediated background.
In addition to the above cuts, events with prompt
/ T > 350 GeV are removed.
electron and muon and E
• lν J channel: The 13 TeV analysis also includes
this channel. There should be at least one W boson
to get this ﬁnal state. Therefore, either one could
have W Z or W W from the resonance decay. In
addition to the jet mass window (65 < m W <
105 GeV, 70 < m Z < 110 GeV), other cuts used
/ T > 30 GeV
are pTl > 25 GeV, pTJ > 400 GeV, E
and pT (lν) > 400 GeV (vector sum of pT vector
/ T and lepton). The main backgrounds for this
of E
channel are W + jets, top quark pair production and
non-resonant diboson production.
• ll J channel: This channel is sensitive to W Z and Z Z
ﬁnal states. Here an extra condition of same ﬂavour
opposite sign dilepton pair is demanded in addition
to the previously discussed cuts. The invariant mass
of lepton pair is required to be in the 65–115 GeV
range. The main background processes are Z + jets,
top quark pair and non-resonant vector boson pair
production.
• lllν channel: For this channel, three isolated leptons,
/ T > 25 GeV are required. Out of
each with pT and E
the three isolated leptons, two should have oppositesign same-ﬂavour and invariant mass of that pair of
leptons should be close to m Z mass as they are produced from the Z -decay. This channel is a probe of
W Z ﬁnal state.
Following the ATLAS strategy, we have calculated
the number of events from all possible ﬁnal states from
the pair of gauge bosons that could be seen at 13 TeV
[14]. We have used CalcHEP [15], PYTHIA [16] and
fast jet [17] for parton level events, showering and jet
formation respectively. The idea of considering all possible states is to distinguish W W , Z Z and W Z ﬁnal
states. The fully hadronic J J ﬁnal state can be obtained
from any of the W W , Z Z and W Z pairs. But scenario in which one sees signiﬁcant excess in the lν J
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No. of background
events (5 fb−1 )
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channel but no excess in the lllν channel, corresponds
to the W W ﬁnal state. We have used track isolation to
count the isolated leptons. We have considered the dominant backgrounds like W +jets, Z +jets and SM V V
production. We assume σ ( pp → R → V V ) ≈ 100 fb
for all W W , Z Z and W Z ﬁnal states. The optimized
cuts used to increase the signal signiﬁcance are given
in table 1. We also estimate the 13 TeV signal to background ratio for the fully hadronic channel. We ﬁnd that
there will be 12 signal events corresponding to 32 background events with the 400 GeV pT cut on fat jet but for
an accurate background estimation, systematic uncertainty has to be considered properly. We can see from
table 1 that W W channel could be distinguished with 5
fb−1 of data and fully leptonic channel could be probed
at higher luminosity.

3. Two-particle ﬁnal state
In order to explain the absence of leptonic and semileptonic ﬁnal states, we consider the scenario where
hadronic ﬁnal state excess could be due to two BSM
particles (X ) having mass close to gauge bosons. The
dominant decay modes of these particles are light quarks
or gluons. Therefore, one will not see any excess in
the semileptonic and leptonic ﬁnal states. The Feynman
diagram for this process is given in ﬁgure 1. We have
simulated this ﬁnal state using PYTHIA 6.4.28, tune
(AUET-2B) and pdf-CTEQ6L1. In ﬁgure 2 we provide
the number of charge tracks inside the highest pT fat jet.
We consider u ū, cc̄, bb̄ and gg ﬁnal states. One can see
that it is possible to distinguish gluon ﬁnal state. The bb̄
ﬁnal state could be distinguished using b-tagging (efﬁciency will be <50% for the high pT jets). The cut on the
number of charge tracks will further reduce the signal
selection efﬁciency for gluon ﬁnal state. Therefore, one
really needs large cross-section to get sufﬁcient number
of events.
The particle X could also decay to τ + τ − , but this
branching fraction cannot be large because no BSM signal has been reported for the semileptonic channel. In
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Figure 1. Feynman diagram for resonance decaying to a pair
of the particle X .
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Figure 3. Feynman diagram for the quark-initiated RV production process.

case of scalar R, all the coloured representations are
allowed as far as its production is concerned but the
required ﬁnal state from R decay allows only colour
singlet scalar, which could interact with the gluons
through the following effective interactions
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Figure 2. Normalized charge multiplicity distribution for the
highest pT jet formed by different (u ū – red, cc̄ – green, bb̄ –
blue and gg – violet) decay modes of the particle X .

some models, one could get two different BSM particles
X and Y from R decay. Also, the spin of the particle X in
these kinds of models can be observed through energy
fractions of the subjets in reconstructing the W/Z -like
particles in the diboson search. Angular correlations of
X reconstructed jets can in turn be used to determine
the spin of R once larger data points are available in
the high invariant mass region. In the models where the
BSM scalars (X and Y ) are SU(2) doublets, presence of
light singly charged Higgs put constraints on them.

4. Associated resonance production
We have also addressed the question of resonance
production. It could be produced through either gluoninitiated or quark-initiated process.
• Gluon-initiated process: Resonance interacts with
the gluons through ﬁve- or six-dimensional operators. The R production through gluon fusion dictates
that R should belong to 1, 8, 10, 10 or 27-dimensional
representations of SU (3). It cannot be gauge boson
because single production of massive gauge boson
is forbidden by the Landau–Yang theorem. In the

The tree-level corrections to the ρ parameter limit R
choices to 1(1, 1, 0), 2(1, 2, ± 21 ) or 7(1, 7, ±2)dimensional representations of SU(2) × U(1) [18].
• Quark-initiated process: If R is a gauge boson, then
SM gauge group has to be extended. In different
ultraviolet models, quarks could have different interactions with the gauge bosons but for the massive
2 TeV gauge bosons, one could have typical signatures as W  or Z  models. In the case of scalar
R, it can have renormalizable as well as higherdimensional interactions with quarks. The possible
representations of R are listed in [14].
Another interesting possibility is that it could also be
produced in association with vector bosons. Quarks have
tree-level coupling with the electroweak gauge bosons.
In quark-initiated process, we could have W/Z /γ
emitted with the resonance. Gluons could have selfcouplings in addition to the tree-level couplings with the
quarks (see the Feynman diagrams in ﬁgures 3 and 4).
Gluon can be emitted with the resonance from the initial
quark or gluon leg. Therefore, associated production of
R with gluon does not provide any information about
the initial state. However, the associated production of
R with W/Z /γ will ensure that the resonance is produced through quark-initiated process. The schematic
form of this process is
qq → RV → W W + W/Z /γ → JJ + lν/ll/γ .

(1)

Clearly, associated RV production is an important
channel to be considered at 13 TeV. One can look for
JJlν and JJl +l − ﬁnal states for RW and R Z search
respectively. In order to estimate this cross-section, one
has to specify the model. We consider spin-0 resonance
produced through quark-initiated process. We assume
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Figure 4. Feynman diagrams for the associated production
of R with jets.
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Figure 6. (a) Distribution of R between R and W and
(b) pT distribution of W produced in association with R.

Figure 5. Contours of constant σ ( pp → R → W W ) (fb)
in C Rqq −C RV V plane. The maroon, blue and green dotted
curves denote 10 fb, 5 fb and 1 fb cross-section contours
respectively. The red solid line is the projected dijet bound at
14 TeV.

R is a scalar having Higgs-like couplings and it couples
only to light quarks and massive gauge bosons at tree
level. Diboson ﬁnal states, pp → R → V V , involve
two couplings C Rqq (production) and C RV V (decay).
The C Rqq coupling also determines dijet cross-section.
In ﬁgure 5, we present the parameter space consistent
with both dijet and diboson bounds. The dijet bound
requires C Rqq < 0.33. The parameter space below the
maroon curve is allowed by diboson search. The straight
line parallel to the y-axis is the projected 14 TeV dijet
bound. In the allowed parameter space, the width of R
is less than 10% of its mass.
For the two benchmark values, chosen from the
allowed parameter space, we calculate the cross-section

for RW and R Z processes. The main backgrounds for
these processes are W/Z +jets. To verify that the lepton
coming from the decay of gauge boson is well separated, we plot the R distribution between W and
R, and pT distribution of W -boson in ﬁgure 6. From
these ﬁgures one can see that the lepton is well separated and carries enough pT that it is possible to see
this signature. The expected number of events for JJlν
and JJl + J − channels are shown in table 2. Here, we
demand the JJ pair invariant mass to be in the 1.8–
/T
2.2 TeV range. In the case of JJlν, we put pTl and E
l
l
/ T < 350 GeV, and use the same pT cut
cut, 30 < pT , E
for JJll ﬁnal state. There is another way to ensure the
production mechanism of R. When R is produced via a
quark-initiated process, the total charge of the ﬁnal-state
leptons integrated over all the events is positive. However, in the case of gluon-initiated process, this number
would be 0.
One could also get three gauge bosons from the diagram shown in ﬁgure 7. This process will also have
the same signature as the associated production (RW
and R Z ). But these can be distinguished from various
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Table 2. Expected number of events for the JJlν and JJll
channels from RW and R Z associated production for couplings C Rqq = 0.3 and C RV V = 2.67.
8 TeV
20000
5 fb
277
2.2 fb
101

13 TeV
20000
75.6 fb
161
32.0 fb
69

MX = 10 GeV MY= 150 GeV
MX = 50 GeV MY= 200 GeV
MX = 200 GeV MY= 400 GeV

0.1

Normalized distribution

√
s
Total number of generated events
σ ( pp → RW )
JJlν
σ ( pp → R Z )
JJll

0.12
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Figure 8. Feynman diagram for (a) the resonance decaying
to two vector bosons and a BSM particle and (b) three-body
resonance decay having two vector bosons and one BSM particle in the ﬁnal state.

kinematic distributions. For example, gauge bosons will
be highly energetic as they are coming from the 2 TeV
resonance which will not be true for the gauge boson
emitted from quark leg.
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5. Three-particle ﬁnal state
It has been argued in ref. [19] that the resonance can also
decay to three particles in the ﬁnal state as shown in ﬁgure 8a ( pp → V1 V2 X ). By generating the parton level
events for this process, we explore the possibility of this
ﬁnal state mimicking diboson ﬁnal state. In this case,
we have two BSM particles (X and Y ) in addition to
the resonance. The BSM particle X can decay visibly or
invisibly. It cannot decay to leptonic ﬁnal states because
no excess has been reported for semileptonic/leptonic
channels. If X decays invisibly, there will be pT asymmetry between the visible ﬁnal-state particles.
In table 3, we present the fraction of events which
could pass the pT asymmetry cut for different benchmark values of X and Y masses. We can see that only
29% of the events pass this cut, that too only when X is
/ T distribution at
very light. In ﬁgure 9, we present the E
13 TeV. One can conﬁrm this decay by looking at two
/ T signal.
fat jets and E
The second possibility is that when X decays to
hadronic ﬁnal states. Then we look for the fraction of
events which fall within the fat jet radius (ﬁgure 10 and
table 4). Although 86% of the events (for heavy M X )
have X decay products within the fat jet radius but in

Table 3. Fraction of events passing different pTA asymmetry cuts
( pTV1 − pTV2 )/( pTV1 + pTV2 ), 1.8 < m V1 V2 < 2.2 TeV and X decays
invisibly.
MY (GeV)

500

/ T distribution when X decays invisibly for three
Figure 9. E
different sets of X and Y masses as shown in the inset.

Figure 7. Feynman diagram for three-vector bosons ﬁnal
state.

(a)
p

200

Missing transverse energy

V

p

100

M X (GeV)

pTA < 0.15

pTA < 0.25

pTA < 0.5

10.0
50.0
50.0
100.0
200.0

0.29
0.15
0.15
0.062
0.00

0.29
0.15
0.16
0.064
0.00

0.29
0.15
0.16
0.064
0.00
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Figure 10. R distribution between X and V2 for three different sets of X and Y masses as shown in the inset.

Figure 11. Normalized charge multiplicity distribution for
the highest pT jet for three benchmark points.

Table 4. Fraction of events having X decay products within
fat jet radius, for different values of Y and X mass.
MX
(GeV)

Fraction of the events
with R < 1.2

150.0
200.0
300.0
300.0
400.0

10.0
50.0
50.0
100.0
200.0

0.97
0.97
0.86
0.91
0.86

MX = 10 GeV
MX = 100 GeV
MX = 200 GeV

0.1

Normalized distribution

MY
(GeV)

0.12

0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0

this case jet mass of one of the fat jet will peak around
MY instead of gauge boson. Jet substructure will be different and one has to look for two parents instead of one.
In ﬁgure 11, we present the normalized distribution of
the number of charge tracks inside the fat jet.
Another possible three-particle ﬁnal state could arise
from the four-point vertex (ﬁgure 8b). We also explore
the possibility of this ﬁnal state mimicking diboson
excess. Again we look for the fraction of events passing
pT asymmetry cut for invisible X decay and plot the
/ T distribution of X in ﬁgure 12 (table 5). We can see
E
that at most 16% of the events can pass this cut, that too
when X is very light. In the case of visible decay, for a
few benchmark points, in table 6, we show the fraction
of events where X falls within the radius of the fat jet of
one of the gauge bosons.
In these topologies, the ﬁnal state is such that two of
the particles mimic the signal obtained from the W/Z
bosons and the third particle is not detected with the
ATLAS diboson analysis cuts. The reason behind this
can be two-fold. First, the third particle can decay into
invisible ﬁnal states and hence will not be detected. But
in this case the pT asymmetry and the invariant mass cut
will be able to discard most of these events. This requires
the mass of the third hidden particle to be 100 GeV.
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1000

Missing transverse energy (GeV)

/ T when X decays invisibly for
Figure 12. Distribution of E
three different sets of X mass as shown in the inset.
Table 5. Fraction of events passing pT asymmetry
( pTA = ( pTV1 − pTV2 )/( pTV1 + pTV2 )) and invariant mass
(1.8 < m V1 V2 < 2.2 TeV) cut when X decays invisibly
for the diagram shown in ﬁgure 8b.
MX
(GeV)

Fraction of events
with pTA < 0.15

10.0
50.0
80.0
100.0
120.0
150.0
200.0

0.16
0.14
0.11
0.10
0.08
0.05
0.02

Otherwise, large loss in invariant mass or pT asymmetry
would not pass the experimental cuts. Secondly, even if
the third particle decays to visible ﬁnal states, there is
a possibility that the third particle is within the fat jet
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Table 6. Fraction of events having X decay products
within fat jet radius for different values of X mass.
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MX
(GeV)

Fraction of the events
with R < 1.2
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B Bhattacherjee, P Byakti, J Lahiri and G Mendiratta.

10.0
50.0
80.0
100.0
120.0
150.0
200.0

29.0
27.0
28.7
27.8
27.3
27.4
26.4

formed by one of the gauge bosons and the decay products of both of them will be seen as a single fat jet. This
process is more favourable for light third particle. When
R, X and Y are either singlets or doublets, in addition to
the 2 → 2 process, the 2 → 3 process can also, in certain kinematic regimes, provide a signal to the diboson
channel. Here we point out that all the models which
attempt to explain the diboson excess with a three-body
ﬁnal state suffer from a set of common constraints. With
more number of massive particles in the ﬁnal state, the
phase space suppresses the cross-section. The kinematic
cuts which ensure that the two fat jets in the ﬁnal state
have a small relative pT and large separation also add
further suppression in this topology. The couplings need
to be very large to get a large enough total cross-section
after the cuts, so that the required diboson excess is satisﬁed.

6. Conclusion
We have analysed the phenomenological signatures of
the BSM resonance to identify its nature and provide
probable signatures for LHC 13 TeV searches.
Gauge bosons can decay to leptonic channels also,
where no excess has been reported. We estimate the
expected number of events in semileptonic and leptonic
processes. We have suggested different BSM particle
ﬁnal states from the resonance decay which can mimic
diboson excess and explain the absence of excess in
semileptonic processes. We have addressed the question
of whether the resonance production is a quark-initiated
or a gluon-initiated process by looking at the associated
production of the resonance with gauge boson. We provide a catalogue of possible ﬁnal-state BSM particles
(decay products of the resonance) as well as methods to
distinguish them by looking at the jet substructure, the
/ T distribution
number of charged tracks inside the jet, E
etc.
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